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The Fairtree Worldwide Multi-Strategy Flexible Prescient Fund is an actively 
managed worldwide multi-asset class fund. The fund is suitable for investors 
looking for moderate to high capital growth in excess of inflation with an 
investment horizon of 5 years and longer. The fund has a moderate to 
aggressive risk profile and provides a solution to South African investors who 
prefer to have their worldwide asset allocation decisions made for them. 
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Growth Multi Asset Building Block - Fairtree Worldwide Multi-Strategy Flexible Prescient (50%)

The portfolio is suited to investors who are seeking a high level of income with 
the tolerance for some capital volatility in the case of credit defaults. The 
portfolio is positioned as a multi-asset income portfolio to reflect the portfolio's 
flexible mandate in terms of accessing a broad spectrum of underlying high 
yielding assets including property and securities linked to equities with due 
consideration being given to the lower risk mandate for the portfolio, using 
appropriate strategies to minimize risk where necessary.

Product Description Asset Allocation
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Source: Morningstar Direct



Markets recovered well during October as excessive pessimism and bearish positioning gave way to the increasing likelihood that central banks may start to cut back on aggressive rate hikes. Growth is slowing and inflation is in the process of peaking. Monetary policy 
has become restrictive allowing central banks to become more data dependant. While the US Federal Reserve and European Central Bank hiked rates 75bps at their last meetings, both indicated that the pace of hikes may slow. US and European PMI’s, an indicator that 
forecasts economic activity, signal a contraction ahead. Some Central banks are starting to worry that excessive tightness may cause financial instability as housing markets are slowing rapidly. The Reserve Bank of Australia and Bank of Canada both surprised the 
market with smaller rate hikes than expected. While inflation data remains elevated, there are increasing signs of a peak in price pressures. In Europe energy prices have fallen as gas reserves increased and hot weather delayed energy usage. The shift from goods 
spending to services spending is also weighing on goods related prices. Household spending is in decent shape, as jobs continue to grow and labour market remains tight. Wage pressures remain high. Earnings results affirmed that sales are slowing and cost pressures 
are weighing on profits. The UK economy appears to have survived a tumultuous period of lax fiscal planning and political instability. Markets took comfort in Rishi Sunak, the new Prime Minister and Chancellor Jeremy Hunt. The 20th Party Congress in China provided a 
few negative surprises. New leadership was unveiled consisting of Xi Jingping loyalists. No mention of easing the zero-covid policy, providing support to property developers and an increasing focus on safety and security, including Taiwan unification, spooked markets. 
However, post conference rumour about easing Covid policy restrictions have boosted markets. We expect policies to ease gradually over coming months. Given the weak growth environment, authorities have no other option but to provide further fiscal, monetary and 
credit easing. In South African the medium-term budget surprised to the upside with strong revenue over runs expected along with fiscal discipline. Debt to GDP is now expected to peak around 71% instead of 75% previously. Along with global central banks we expect 
the SARB to signal smaller rate hike increments in the coming meeting. The growth outlook has softened and consumers are feeling the pain of high inflation, rates and unemployment. Last month, global equities jumped 7.1%, with US equities outperforming ex-US 
equities. Emerging markets was down -3.2%, mostly due to China, -16.9% while South Africa was up 4.9%. Growth stocks, more sensitive to the rising bond yields, underperformed value stocks. Energy was up almost 20% followed by financials, up 9%. Global bonds lost 
-0.7% while credit spreads tightened. South Africa government bonds were up 1.1%. Commodities were mixed with Oil up 7.8%, Gold down 1.6%, Platinum up 7.7%, Palladium down -14.8%.

Disclaimer

Please note that this is not an official fund fact sheet. The information presented in this document has been obtained from external data providers believed to be relaible. Even though reasonable effort has been made in order to confirm the correctness and 
completeness of the data, Fairtree Invest (Pty) Ltd does not guarantee the accuracy or timelines of all information available from public sources. This information is not intended to serve as investment advice, nor does it take into considiration individual objectives, 
circumstances or constraints. The material is provided for reporting and informational purposes only. It is under no circumstances an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities. 
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The Fairtree  Hedge Fund of Fund Portfolio aims to provide an aggressive risk 
growth opportunity by blending a combination of well diversified alternative 
asset classes and uncorrelated investment strategies. The portfolio targets to 
outperform the benchmark over a rolling seven year period. Investors benefit 
from exposure of award winning funds as well as robust capital allocation 
framework. The portfolio manager aims to provide investors with a combination 
of attractive returns and downside risk mitigation. 

Product Description Asset Allocation

1 M 3 M 1 Y 3 Y 5 Y 7 Y 10 Y YTD

Fairtree Hedge Fund of Funds - Model

FTSE/JSE All Share TR ZAR
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Growth Hedge Fund Building Block - Fairtree Hedge Fund of Funds Portfolio (15%)
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